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I. Introduction

Seeking to explain America’s dramatic punitive turn in the last quarter of the twentieth century, social theorists have frequently noted the concurrent rise of retributive and expressive themes in the logic of legislation and in the operation of the courts and police.¹ The post-World War II period of expansive social policy, including the embrace of rehabilitation as the main objective of criminal law, did indeed see imprisonment rates at or near the average for the twentieth century, and in the 1960s and 1970s a steady decline led to the century’s low in 1973.² In the late 1970s, as rehabilitation came under mortal attack from both the left and the right, imprisonment rates began a relentless rise that has only begun to show signs of exhaustion in recent years and that has produced an imprisonment rate more than four times the rate in 1970.³ There are empirical reasons for doubting that penological change alone had much to do with the shift toward high incarceration rates;⁴ this Article offers a somewhat different historical interpretation linking penological ideas and carceral outcomes. Rhetoric consistent with retribution and other expressive themes in penality, combined with the dramatic repudiation of the rhetoric of rehabilitation by many of
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³ Tonry, supra note 2, at 26–27.

⁴ See Kevin R. Reitz, Don’t Blame Determinacy: U.S. Incarceration Growth Has Been Driven by Other Forces, 84 Texas L. Rev. 1787 (2006) (citing the incarceration explosion over the last quarter century and offering historical, political, and cultural theories for these rates).
those who had long supported it, has covered over the enduring role of positivist criminology as a source domain for American penal law throughout the twentieth century and into the beginning of the twenty-first.

Positivist criminology, broadly conceived, is the project of subjecting criminal behavior to scientific study and bringing the findings of this science to bear in the practice of criminal justice. In Italy, where positivism originally arose, proponents viewed themselves as in opposition to the dominance of legal officials and legal reasoning over the crime control activities of the state. Many jurists shared this perception and vigorously fought off the effort of the "criminal anthropologists," as these early criminologists described themselves, to claim a role in the state's power to punish. The broad penal code revision by Italy in 1898 specifically rejected the view of the positivist school. In the United States, however, lawyers were among those who most eagerly embraced positivism, and both criminologists and lawyers have assumed that rule of law is compatible with science-informed criminal policy. As the author of a glowing account of Lombroso's ideas published in a journal favored by the Legal Realists concluded, "where the man of science has led the way the man of law must follow."

The first great wave of enthusiasm for positivist ideas in the Progressive Era was primarily focused on the incapacitation of dangerous criminal types, mostly through imprisonment, with the aim of preventing crime and

5. GARLAND, supra note 1, at 64–68 (arguing that rehabilitative penology was damaged less by empirical evidence of failure than by a loss of confidence in the fundamental approach by the middle class professionals who had carried the banner for reform from its earliest inceptions). The view that rehabilitation suffered from a failure of cultural confidence by its supporters was argued in a somewhat different way by Francis Allen even before the major increase in imprisonments. See FRANCIS A. ALLEN, THE DECLINE OF THE REHABILITATIVE IDEAL 8 (1981) (arguing that the passage of "new" laws indicates that public attitudes toward crime control reflect a move away from a rehabilitative ideal and toward the view that the purpose of imprisonment is to punish).

6. After years of disrepute among American legal elites, jurists, and law professors, retribution won renewed recognition from these sectors starting in the 1970s with the resurrection of the death penalty and continuing with increasing momentum through the 1980s and 1990s. GARLAND, supra note 1, at 9; TONRY, supra note 2, at 21–22. The expressive function of punishment, either as a new logic behind retribution or as an alternative, has become more prominent in the same time period.


9. See id. at 128 (describing the difficulties of moving positivist theories from academia into Italy's criminal justice system).

10. When Italy adopted the new Zanardelli Criminal Code of 1889, the ideas of Lombroso and other positivists were specifically urged and rejected. See GIBSON, supra note 8, at 6 (arguing that positivist ideas had far more influence on the police and penal administration in Italy).


12. Helen Zimmem, Criminal Anthropology in Italy, 10 GREEN BAG 342, 346 (1898).
eugenically limiting the spread of criminal traits in the population. In the post-World War II era, positivism reached its peak, now with a softer focus on individualized diagnoses, with therapy—widespread adoption of treatment and rehabilitation as the main purpose of penal custody—and with the emergence of the ALI’s Model Penal Code (MPC) as the most influential law reform approach.

In the 1970s, American crime control policies seemed to turn sharply away from positivism, rejecting the rehabilitative idea in favor of the economic logic of deterrence, the moral logic of retribution, and a populism that combined a shallow version of these earlier logics with an expressive focus on identifying a shared enemy. All of these seemed to repudiate positivism with its emphasis on individualized diagnosis, scientific expertise, and its mid-twentieth-century concern with treatment. The major landmarks of late twentieth-century penal law, including the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, and California’s “Three Strikes” law, seem roughly consistent with all three of these and certainly have contributed, along with many similar laws, to higher incarceration rates.

Yet that leaves out much of the heritage of positivism and specifically its focus on dangerous persons and their penal incapacitation. While rarely the chief purpose asserted for contemporary criminal legislation, incapacitation—the premise that punishments like imprisonment can ensure that persons with a proclivity for committing crimes will be unable to do so in the community while they are in prison—has been a background theme in

15. The case that crime control could most effectively be achieved by clear deterrence signals, drawing on basic economic theory and rejecting positivist criminology, was most forcefully and influentially stated in JAMES Q. WILSON, THINKING ABOUT CRIME (1977).
16. See ALLEN, supra note 5, at 33–34 (listing various criticisms of the rehabilitative ideal); Jean Hampton, Correcting Harms Versus Righting Wrongs: The Goal of Retribution, 39 UCLA L. REV. 1659, 1659–60 (1992) (expressing surprise at the popularity of retributivism in the wake of its virtual extinction in the 1950s and 1960s); Kadish, supra note 14, at 978 (discussing the backlash to the rehabilitative model).
17. Vitiello, supra note 2, at 1016 (mentioning the “growing faith in psychiatry and science” as a factor in the rise of positivist rehabilitation).
all of these legislative enactments. Despite the surface rejection of expert-based procedures like parole and the indeterminate sentence, American crime control at the beginning of the twenty-first century remains deeply inscribed by the positivist project (albeit one transformed in some important respects).

At the heart of this project is the conviction—which American penal policies continue to reflect—that crimes are committed by a distinguishable group of persons with a proclivity toward law-breaking and that crime control policies should seek to isolate and repress these dangerous classes. As fiscal pressures force some states to closely examine their priorities, we can expect incapacitation to come even more to the forefront as the chief metric for evaluating the capacity of the criminal justice system to control crime. Some of the characteristics of contemporary penal policy that most reflect this positivist legacy include:

1. Support for the death penalty as an ultimate form of incapacitation.—Studies of jurors in capital cases show that an important source of support for the death penalty is the belief that non-capital sentences for murderers are very short and permit the offender to return to the community while still remaining dangerous. Public opinion surveys also show that support for capital punishment drops below 50% when respondents are offered a hypothetical regime where life without the possibility of parole is an alternative. An important segment of death penalty supporters would prefer some other way to guarantee that persons with a proclivity to kill others are never free to continue to act on that desire in the community.

---


24. The continuing vitality of these ideas is evident in a more recent book by JAMES Q. WILSON & RICHARD J. HerrNstein, CRIME AND HUMAN NATURE (1985).


2. Preventive detention.—Since the 1970s, preventive detention of arrestees pending trial has gone from being a possible violation of the constitutional right to bail, to a well-established power of the federal government and many state governments.28

3. Sexual violent predator civil commitment laws in sixteen states.—One of the most feared crimes associated with a dangerous class of criminals involves sexual assaults, especially those involving children.29 Since the 1980s, prosecutors have pressed for tougher sentences against such offenses and have sought to make use of long-dormant “sexual psychopath” laws that had been enacted in many states between the 1930s and the 1950s—and which remained possible but rarely used procedures after the 1960s—to civilly commit sex offenders to preventive confinement following their imprisonment.30 Sixteen states, including California, have adopted new commitment laws aimed at these offenses, which substantially broaden the reach of preventive confinement, potentially for life.31

4. The renewal of interest in rehabilitation and more indeterminacy.—There is growing public discussion on the dangers posed by inmates returning to communities from imprisonment after having received little in the way of education or treatment.32 These individuals are often fated by severe legal limitations on their ability to earn a living, leading to a life of either crime or desperate marginality.33 This has led to some recurrences of

29. See Sharon Lamb, The Psychology of Condemnation: Underlying Emotions and Their Symbolic Expression in Condemning and Shaming, 68 BROOK. L. REV. 929, 940 (2003) (“Fear is . . . aroused in sex offense cases, particularly those involving child sex offenders. These criminals . . . are usually treated publicly as if they were monsters.”).
30. Most of these original “sexual psychopath” laws were repealed during the 1970s, but during the 1990s many states enacted new “sexual predator” laws with similar purposes. Roxanne Lieb et al., Sexual Predators and Social Policy, 23 CRIME & JUST. 43, 66–69 (1998).
32. See, e.g., Rex W. Huppke, Record Numbers of Ex-Cons Return to Illinois Streets, CHI. TRIB., June 19, 2005, at C1 (“About 21,000 inmates will leave the high-fenced borders of Illinois prisons this year . . . . Most of these inmates are leaving with a bus pass and a few bucks, taking limited skills and a criminal record and jumping the chasm between a cell and law-abiding society.”); Kevin Johnson, Special Report—From Extreme Isolation, Waves of Felons Are Freed, USA TODAY, Dec. 12, 2002, at 1A (“Of the record 630,000 felons projected to be released this year from state prisons . . . many are killers, rapists, drug dealers and others who have been in ‘super maximum’ security prisons, which . . . seem[] to abandon any pretense of trying to rehabilitate inmates.”).
rehabilitation talk, but we should look for the main theme to become the need to tie sentence length to individual dangerousness as administratively rather than judicially or legislatively determined.  

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s retributive themes were combined with appeals to increase preventive controls. These appeals relied on the strong sense that even the possibility of future violence warranted long imprisonment, which was never consistent with philosophical views of retribution but was compatible with popular notions of retribution.

This Article explores the implications of this positivist hold on the American penal imagination by revisiting the published ideas of the “father” of positivist criminology, the Italian physician and self-described “criminal anthropologist,” Cesare Lombroso. Historians of American criminal justice have remarked on the warm reception that Lombroso’s ideas received in the United States. While European criminologists, jurists, and clergy bitterly debated the terms and implications of Lombroso’s work (and that of his followers), Americans largely embraced Lombroso’s project even as they accepted and shared many of the empirical and moral concerns of his European critics. It is this embrace of positivism, rather than any shift to retribution or expressive moral sentiments, that best explains America's penal excesses. What is truly distinctive about the present system is the absence of some of the features that formerly limited the punitiveness of the system, including the objective of transforming, at a minimum, the most malleable criminals and the focus on expert evaluation.

This Article takes advantage of the recent republication of key articles by Lombroso in English, a new translation of his important book on women criminals, and a wave of new scholarship on Lombroso to address the

---


36. See GIBSON, supra note 8, at 2 (“The term ‘criminology’ did not yet exist when Criminal Man was published; Lombroso himself used the phrase ‘criminal anthropology’ to emphasize that human beings, rather than the law, were the objects of his study.”).

37. See id. at 3 (“Lombroso’s eclectic theories immediately attracted a large following of students and disciples . . . .’); ROTHMAN, supra note 13, at 58–59 (“[W]hen the Progressive-minded American Institute of Criminal Law set out to translate the writings of the great European criminologists, their first choice was Lombroso.”).

38. GIBSON, supra note 8, at 249–50.


implications of Lombroso’s project for American crime policy and criminal jurisprudence at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Most generally put, Lombroso’s project provides a template, an assembly, and a machine in which new sources of “political” knowledge—then beginning to become available in the late nineteenth century—were related to the carceral institutions that had been created across Europe and North America since the early modern period.42 Historians have called this the “great confinement.”43 The two were combined in a new relationship with the ever-growing administrative state.

This template remains a central element in American criminal justice. The late-nineteenth century mix of anthropology, psychology, biology, political science, and sociology remains the predominant source of official crime knowledge, although much changed by the rise of sophisticated actuarial and computational technologies. The carceral system remains as well, much expanded and more tilted in favor of penal rather than medical institutions.44 While American crime control remains much more in the control of law, courts, and lawyers than some of Lombroso’s anti-juridical rhetoric would have predicted, it is largely because American law, courts, and lawyers embraced the central tenets of the Lombrosan project.45

After using a number of Lombroso’s writings to bring out the essential elements of this template, the remainder of the Article will focus on the ways in which these elements continue to operate in American crime control, particularly during America’s “severity revolution”46 of the 1980s and 1990s and in the practice of “mass imprisonment”47 that has emerged as a result. Although couched in retributive terms, these harsh new laws reflected a re-dedication of American government to the Lombrosan project of effectively suppressing crime through long-term imprisonment while rejecting or ignoring positivism’s scientific aspirations and instead elaborating its populist appeal. Today, as some of the anchors of retributivism are weakening, there

41. See, e.g., GIBSON, supra note 8; DAVID G. HORN, THE CRIMINAL BODY: LOMBROSO AND THE ANATOMY OF DEVIANCE (2003); NICOLE H. RAFTER, CREATING BORN CRIMINALS (1997); Rafter & Gibson, Introduction to LOMBROSO & FERRERO, supra note 40, at 3.
43. Id.
44. See Bernard Harcourt, From the Asylum to the Prison: Rethinking the Incarceration Revolution, 84 TEXAS L. REV. 1751 (2006) (suggesting that deinstitutionalization in the latter half of the twentieth century is correlated with the exponential rise in prison rates).
45. See GIBSON, supra note 8, at 249 (stating that the United States was much more receptive to Lombroso).
46. For the concept of “severity revolution” see Kennedy, supra note 1.
are signs that a renewed positivism in penality is emerging to sustain, and perhaps further enlarge, the corpus of crime control.

II. Lombroso and American Penality

Cesare Lombroso was born into an assimilated Jewish family in northern Italy in 1835. A supporter of the Italian unification campaign and its liberal values, Lombroso volunteered for service in the Revolutionary (pro-unification) Army during the civil war that raged in Italy at the very same time as the American Civil War. Trained in medicine, Lombroso served with army units. It was in the field and at military hospitals that his life-long fascination with anthropometry, i.e., the measurement of human beings, first became a practice by measuring thousands of soldiers he examined in Calabria where he was stationed until 1863. After the war, in the period paralleling our own Reconstruction, Lombroso served as a physician-administrator in a variety of asylum institutions where he continued his practice of measuring. It was from there that he would launch the project we know as positivist criminology, but which he knew as “criminal anthropology.”

From the perspective of post-World War II American crime policy and criminal jurisprudence, Lombroso, often celebrated as the “father of criminology,” represented a problematic ancestor but also represented a proponent of palpably silly efforts at producing science, and more disturbingly, scientific racism, which helped pave the way for Europe’s twentieth-century descent into state racism and genocide. In penology, the dominant strain of post-World War II discourse emphasized rehabilitation through psychological treatment and social intervention and not the preventive isolation of natural born criminals. In the decades before the war,
however, Lombroso was a highly celebrated and influential figure among social scientists and lawyers.\textsuperscript{57}

Figure 1: Criminologists mentioned in HeinOnline\textsuperscript{58} database, 1891–1990

![Graph showing the number of citations to Lombroso and other criminologists over different time periods.]

Figure 1 provides some quantitative evidence of Lombroso’s prominence in American legal thought. Using HeinOnline’s database of law and law-related periodicals dating back to the nineteenth century, I searched for citations to Lombroso as well as three prominent early twentieth-century American criminologists. William Healy was a psychiatrist whose book, \textit{The Individual Delinquent},\textsuperscript{59} was perhaps the best known work of criminology by an American during the pre-World War II period.\textsuperscript{60} Healy emphasized the role of complex psychological and sociological causation in crime, in

---

\textsuperscript{57} See GIBSON, supra note 8, at 3–4 (detailing Lombroso’s influence).

\textsuperscript{58} The numbers in Figure 1 and the subsequent paragraphs were arrived at by dividing the time period between 1891 and 1990 into 19 year increments and then searching the entire journal library of Hein Online, http://heinonline.org, for the key word “Lombroso,” (as well as keywords based on the names of the other criminologists), for the periods 1891-1910, etc. Then each citation was checked to confirm that it referenced the particular criminologist. The term “Lombroso” (as well as corresponding terms for the other criminologists) was also searched across the entire time period in order to count the number of references in specific journals.

\textsuperscript{59} WILLIAM HEALY, \textit{THE INDIVIDUAL DELINQUENT: A TEXT-BOOK OF DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS FOR ALL CONCERNED IN UNDERSTANDING OFFENDERS} (1915).

\textsuperscript{60} For commentary on Healy’s influence see ROTHMAN, supra note 13, at 54–56.
contrast to Lombroso’s biological reductionism. Healy was also associated with the rise of the juvenile court as the director of the first psychological clinic attached to a juvenile court in Chicago around 1910. Ernest Burgess was a member of the sociology department of the University of Chicago where he led highly original and influential studies of crime and social disorder that became a hallmark of the famous Chicago School of Sociology, starting in 1916. Burgess and his students were closely involved with tracking criminal patterns in Chicago neighborhoods and shaping parole techniques to identify likely recidivists. Sheldon Glueck was a criminologist appointed to the faculty of the Harvard Law School in the 1920s by Dean Roscoe Pound. Glueck’s actuarial studies of the distribution of crime among juvenile boys and girls was an advance over Lombroso’s crude use of statistics.

The HeinOnline citations show that Lombroso had far more citations for most of the years surveyed than Healy and Burgess. Glueck led only from the 1930s through the 1950s. Not only was Lombroso’s influence more sustained than the others, it reached beyond criminological journals in the index to periodicals aimed at lawyers and lay people. Between 1900 and 1913, for example, the American Lawyer published eight articles discussing Lombroso’s ideas. Lombroso also published articles of his own in periodicals like Popular Science Monthly and Everybody’s Magazine.

While European jurists fumed at the positivists’ biological determinism and their rejection of responsibility, American lawyers expressed almost unreserved enthusiasm. A good example is a reverential article by a
German-born American female writer, Helen Zimmern,\textsuperscript{73} that first appeared in \textit{Popular Science Monthly} and then was reprinted in \textit{The Green Bag}, a journal patronized by the Legal Realists:

It is to the glory of Italy, the land where Roman law, the foundation of modern law, was born, that it has again put into the crucible this problem of criminality, and that it has proceeded to the study of this problem by the only truly scientific method—namely, that of studying the psychology of criminals and their pathological abnormalities.\textsuperscript{74}

Typical of the American response, Zimmern recognized Lombroso’s methodological shortcomings, but could not help but praise it as a project:

His work is by no means perfect: he is apt to jump too rapidly at conclusions, to accept data too lightly; thus he was led at the beginning to overestimate the atavistic element in the criminal, and at a later date he has pressed too strongly the epileptic affinities of crime. Still, when all is said and done, his work is undoubtedly epoch-making, and has opened up valuable new lines of investigation and suggested others.\textsuperscript{75}

Lombroso’s international reputation began with the 1876 publication of \textit{L’Uomo Delinquente}, a frequently revised text that began as a manifesto of the positivist movement and became an increasingly large and unwieldy compilation of findings, theories, and defenses against critics.\textsuperscript{76}

Lombroso was most famous for the idea that many criminals were destined for a life of crime by their biological inheritance; in short, “born criminals.”\textsuperscript{77} Like other early expounders of Charles Darwin’s evolutionary biology, Lombroso believed that contemporary humans carried the trail of their evolutionary descent in their biology and that earlier and superseded traits remained in a latent state, capable of being reasserted freakishly in anomalous cases.\textsuperscript{78} Criminals in this perspective were, in at least some cases, “atavistic” throwbacks to earlier stages of evolution.

Ever seeking to broaden the category of biological explanation, Lombroso soon added the concept of “degeneration” by which in utero damage to the fetus results in the emergence of atavistic traits not otherwise present in the inherited traits of the subject.\textsuperscript{79} Positivist criminology, or

\textsuperscript{73} Zimmern was one of the first translators of Nietzsche’s works into English.
\textsuperscript{74} Zimmern, supra note 12, at 342.
\textsuperscript{75} Id. at 348.
\textsuperscript{76} See \textit{Gibson}, supra note 8, at 22 (explaining the evolution of the work).
\textsuperscript{77} Id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{78} See id. at 20–21 (remarking on Lombroso’s belief that pathology could cause degeneration in otherwise “normal” people).
\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 25. Other criminologists entertained even broader notions of degeneration that included the influence of bad behavior back onto biology. See Nicole Hahn Rafter, \textit{Criminal Anthropology: Its Reception in the United States and the Nature of Its Appeal, in Criminals and Their Scientists: The History of Criminology in International Perspective} 159, 161 (Peter Becker & Richard F. Wetzell eds., 2006) (describing degeneration theory).
criminal anthropology as Lombroso called it, was the enterprise of identifying signs of such degeneration. Atavism also went along with epilepsy, insanity, and poor physical health, all of which were also associated with criminality. In time, Lombroso eagerly added on psychological and sociological explanations for crime, but he remained personally enthusiastic as a researcher of biological vectors. Originally, Lombroso expected careful measurements of the body (anthropometry) to yield the most important insights, but he came to see a looser observation of anomalous biological traits as well as bodily-associated signs such as tattooing of the body or handwriting as also important.

In time Lombroso backed off his earlier claims that most crime was committed by such “born criminals,” acknowledging that many crimes were committed by what he called “occasional” criminals motivated by deprivation and emotional stress. Born criminals might, in fact, be a minority of criminals. While maintaining that such born criminals did exist, Lombroso widened the positivist project to include sociological and psychological theories of criminal etiology. Still, the project of identifying such criminal types remained crucial to crime control. Since born criminals were considered unchangeable, their identification would lead to harsh treatment, including permanent preventive detention and execution. Occasional criminals, in contrast, were amenable to efforts at individual treatment and thus would be handled with softer penal practices like probation or custody in a reformatory.

The appeal and influence of Lombroso’s writings on the American penal imagination are better discerned by looking more closely at some of the specific subjects raised by his English publications: “criminal woman,” American homicide rates (versus European), and the nature of anarchist violence.

80. See GIBSON, supra note 8, at 25 (discussing how the adoption of degeneracy theory broadened the scope of criminal anthropology).
81. Id. at 25–26.
82. See id. at 22–26 (contrasting the five editions of Criminal Man and tracking the transformations of Lombroso’s theory).
83. Id.
84. Id. at 24.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. See id. at 26–27 (discussing Lombroso’s thoughts on punishment).
88. Id.
89. Id.
A. "Criminal Woman"

The study of women has been a secondary theme in criminology from the very beginning,\(^90\) so it may seem peculiar to begin with Lombroso’s ideas about female criminality. Yet Lombroso’s study of female criminals, prostitutes, and “normal” women, co-authored with Ferrero, was translated in an abridged form and published in 1895, sixteen years before an abridged edition of *L’Uomo Delinquente* appeared in English as *Criminal Man*.\(^91\) It was through his work on women that many American lawyers and social scientists first learned of Lombroso’s ideas generally.

Like *L’Uomo Delinquente*, the book on women and crime, *La Donna Delinquente*, was a sprawling aggregation of empirical data, anecdotal examples, and pages of photographic and illustrative exhibits.\(^92\) As with men, Lombroso was particularly interested in atavistic subjects destined to crime by virtue of their degenerative biology.\(^93\) According to Lombroso, this was a small but especially alarming group of subjects.\(^94\) The analysis was complicated by the fact that, as a group, women were, in Lombroso’s view, less evolved than men and thus more prone to being atavistic.\(^95\) This should have made them more crime prone since criminality was associated with atavism, but Lombroso recognized that in official crime statistics women were in fact significantly underrepresented.\(^96\) Lombroso explained this paradox by citing the inherent dependency and passivity of normal women, as well as the maternal instincts triggered by child bearing, all of which in his view tended toward repressing a natural criminal inclination.\(^97\)

Lombroso was particularly interested in the subject of prostitution. While prostitutes were in a gray zone of legality in late nineteenth-century Italy, they were strongly associated with criminal subcultures.\(^98\) Moreover, Lombroso was deeply interested in the relationship between sexuality and criminality, believing that more sexually motivated women were also more criminally inclined.\(^99\) Applying his evolutionary perspective, Lombroso speculated that prostitution was in fact the typical path of degeneration for

\(^90\) See id. at 55–61 (describing the social context leading up to the publication of *The Female Offender* and the expansion of interest in research on women during the 1890s).

\(^91\) GINA LOMBROSO FERRERO, CRIMINAL MAN: ACCORDING TO THE CLASSIFICATION OF CESARE LOMBROSO (Edward L. Thorndike & F.E. Breddard eds., G.P. Putnam’s Sons 1911) (1895); Rafter & Gibson, supra note 41, at 4.

\(^92\) Rafter & Gibson, supra note 41, at 3–7.

\(^93\) Id. at 7.

\(^94\) See id. at 7–8 (recounting Lombroso’s concept of the female born criminal and how they compare to male born criminals).

\(^95\) See id. at 9 (declaring that Lombroso was “deeply committed [to] the inferiority of women to men”).

\(^96\) Id. at 8–9.

\(^97\) Id. at 9.

\(^98\) Id. at 10.

\(^99\) LOMBROSO & FERRERO, supra note 40, at 171, 185.
women. A primitive woman, according to Lombroso, traded her sexual attractiveness to men for help in survival. Thus degeneration of civilized females generally took the path of returning to prostitution.

The psychological and anatomical similarity of the male criminal and the born prostitute could not be more complete: Both resemble the moral lunatic, and therefore all three are identical, according to logic... Prostitution is nothing more than the female form of criminality.

Born criminals were rare among women but an exceptional problem.

The female born criminal is, so to speak, doubly exceptional, first as a woman and then as a criminal. This is because criminals are exceptions among civilized people, and women are exceptions among criminals, women's natural form of regression being prostitution, not crime. Primitive woman was a prostitute rather than a criminal. As a double exception, then, the criminal woman is a true monster.

For our analysis of Lombroso's influence on the American imagination of crime control, several aspects of his study of women offenders are particularly relevant.

The first is the priority given to signs, especially physical signs, that could identify those prone toward crime. Lombroso advanced far beyond where criminology would be for a long time by prioritizing the study of normal women. Instead of focusing exclusively on women identified as criminal and then cataloging their features, Lombroso sought to develop a comparative analysis between normal and criminal women which would yield measures for identifying the latter.

Table 1: Differences from features of normal women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Criminal Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>Shorter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Heavier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thighs</td>
<td>Bigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranial Capacity</td>
<td>Smaller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair</td>
<td>Darker/Earlier Grey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100. *Id.* at 185.
101. *See id.* at 172 (“Prostitution, previously a mere diversion, becomes a means of self-support from which they profit without joy in the pleasure they formerly badly abused.”).
102. *Id.* at 185.
103. *Id.* at 221.
104. *Id.* at 184–85.
105. *Id.* at 107–22.
106. *See id.* at 41 (noting that it is “impossible” to study the criminal woman without first studying the normal woman).
107. *Id.* at 121–23.
Illustrative is Lombroso's account of one woman convicted of killing her abusive husband:

The third, aged twenty-one, was married against her will and mistreated by her husband until, after a nighttime fight, she killed him with a hatchet while he slept. In her we find only a demitype. Her ears stand out, she has big jaws and cheekbones, and her hair is very black. In addition, there are other anomalies which do not appear in the photograph, such as gigantic canine teeth and dwarf incisors.¹⁰⁸

The behavior of women in ordinary life could also signal degeneration and thus criminality. Motherhood and sexuality were two crucial indicators. Criminal women lacked a maternal instinct and expressed an exaggerated sexuality.

One strong proof of degeneration in many born criminals is their lack of maternal affection. . . .

. . .

This lack of maternal feeling becomes comprehensible if we keep in mind the female criminal’s masculine qualities, which prevent her from being more than half a woman, and her love of dissipation, which prevents her from carrying out her maternal duties. . . . Her exaggerated sexuality alone would be enough to render her a bad mother; it makes her egotistical and redirects her energies toward satisfying her pressing and multiple sexual needs.¹⁰⁹

Second, the key contribution of positivist criminology to crime policy was the creation of a bi-modal penal regime with harsh punishment for born criminals and soft, treatment-oriented punishment for occasional criminals.¹¹⁰ Because of women's natural passivity and dependency on men, their criminality was mostly the result of the latter’s influence:

In many cases, the occasional offender is led into crime reluctantly, through the suggestion of a lover or, less frequently, her father or a brother. As a prison nun once observed to us, pointing to her charges, “These are not like men. They do not commit crimes out of evil passions but to please their lovers. They steal or compromise themselves for men’s sakes, sometimes without having any direct interest in the crime.”¹¹¹

Such offenders could be managed with soft-end punishments or even social reforms aimed at helping women avoid and escape from abusive relationships—not so for the born criminals.

---

¹⁰⁸. Id. at 139.
¹⁰⁹. Id. at 185.
¹¹⁰. GIBSON, supra note 8, at 27.
¹¹¹. LOMBROSO & FERRERO, supra note 40, at 194.
While the majority of female criminals are merely led into crime by someone else or by irresistible temptation, there is a small subgroup whose criminal propensities are more intense and perverse then even those of their male counterparts. These are female born criminals, whose evil is inversely proportionate to their numbers.\textsuperscript{112}

While representing a relatively small segment of the population (especially of the female population), born criminals were especially problematic for two reasons. First, their potential for violence was largely independent of external pressures.\textsuperscript{113} While Lombroso believed that many occasional criminals turn to crime only in response to social conditions, and thus could be diminished through better social and economic policies (Lombroso moved from a liberal to a socialist party), born criminals posed a threat unreachable by such policies.\textsuperscript{114} "A passion for evil for evil's sake is a characteristic of born criminals, epileptics and hysteries. It is an automatic hatred, one that springs from no external cause such as an insult or offense. . . ."\textsuperscript{115}

Second, such born criminals were not changeable by penal treatment.\textsuperscript{116} They must be permanently separated from society.\textsuperscript{117} Thus true born criminals among women posed a serious risk to the stability of the state.\textsuperscript{118} Lombroso cited the example of a Texas outlaw of the late nineteenth century known as Bell-Star.\textsuperscript{119} According to Lombroso, Bell-Star dressed as a man and ran her own outlaw gang through "superior intelligence, partly through courage, and to some extent through womanly charm."\textsuperscript{120} In addition, Lombroso commented that "when muscular strength and intellectual power come together in the same individual, we have a female criminal of an indeed terrible type."\textsuperscript{121}

In their introduction to a new translation of \textit{La Donna Delinquente}, Nicole Hahn Rafter and Mary Gibson argue that notwithstanding the general repudiation of most of Lombroso's corpus of theories, his work on women offenders has continued to influence the contemporary study of women and crime.\textsuperscript{122} They point to an essentialist view of women criminals that Lombroso built on and that has survived the decline of his general influence:

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{Id.}\textsuperscript{112} at 182.
\item \textit{Id.}\textsuperscript{113} at 186–87.
\item \textit{Id.}\textsuperscript{114}
\item \textit{Id.}\textsuperscript{115}
\item See \textit{GIBSON}, \textit{supra} note 8, at 27 (claiming that Lombroso advocated either the death penalty or perpetual incarceration for born criminals).
\item \textit{Id.}\textsuperscript{117}
\item See \textit{id.}\textsuperscript{118} at 70, 76 (detailing Lombroso's belief that born female criminals were "doubly monstrous," making incarceration the only solution for preventing more damage to society).
\item \textit{LOMBROSO & FERRERO}, \textit{supra} note 40, at 189.
\item \textit{Id.}\textsuperscript{119} at 192.
\item \textit{Id.}\textsuperscript{120}
\item See \textit{id.}\textsuperscript{121} at 41, at 1–2.
\end{enumerate}
The fundamental reason behind the continuing influence of Lombroso's work lay with the way it built on age-old myths about women's nature. The equation of woman with nature, man with society; the tendency to dismiss the "natural" as unproblematic and beyond the reach of social analysis; and the ancient conflation of female deviance and sexuality—these deeply ingrained ideas were not born with Lombroso, nor did they die with him.\(^\text{123}\)

Rafter and Gibson point to four legacies of Lombroso to the understanding of female criminality.\(^\text{124}\)

1. **Biological origins.**—Lombroso pioneered the scientific study of both criminal and sexual behavior. Decades before Kinsey's *Sexual Behavior in the Human Female*,\(^\text{125}\) Lombroso and Ferrero compiled a broad array of data about the sexual behavior and sexual anatomy of women, including "normal" and "criminal" women, as well as prostitutes.\(^\text{126}\) Lombroso saw women's sexuality as linked to their criminality.\(^\text{127}\) Since Lombroso and Ferrero viewed women's atavistic tendency toward criminality as held in check by their subjection to the responsibilities of motherhood and their submissiveness toward men, both sexually assertive heterosexual women and all lesbians represented a threat of criminal break-out.\(^\text{128}\)

The problematization of women's sexuality and power relations with men continue to inform ideas about women and crime.

2. **Primitive.**—Lombroso believed that women generally were less evolved than men and criminal women less evolved than honest women.\(^\text{129}\) The former belief continues to have a respectable pedigree in evolutionary biology (consider Harvard President Lawrence Summers's comments about the lack of women in the hard sciences).\(^\text{130}\) While few contemporary criminologists believe in anything like Lombroso’s theories of atavism and degeneration, the belief that criminality is rooted in the measurable differences found between criminal and normal women remains central to the study of women and crime.\(^\text{131}\)

---

123. *Id.* at 27.
124. *Id.* at 28.
126. See LOMBROSO & FERRERO, *supra* note 40, at 59–61 (describing sexual sensitivity in the normal woman); *id.* at 161 (claiming that 29% of female thieves had intercourse before the age of fifteen, while prostitutes had an "even higher rate of precocious intercourse").
127. *See id.* at 160–61 (comparing the sexual precocity of criminal and normal women).
128. *Id.* at 171–76, 204.
129. Rafter & Gibson, *supra* note 41, at 28.
3. **Pathological Normality.**—Lombroso believed that even normal women were pathological in comparison to men.\(^{132}\) This does not always take the form of direct criminality but often arises in a criminal influence on children.\(^{133}\) Indeed, the pernicious effects of women’s pathologies on their children is among the most robust themes of modern criminology.\(^{134}\)

4. **Female Criminals as Monsters.**—By defining crime not in contrast to law but in contrast to normality, Lombroso fundamentally recast the task of expert knowledge and social policy.\(^{135}\) There is something constitutionally distinct and pathological about many criminals that differentiates them from normal people apart from the fact of legal conviction. This is perhaps the most intractable idea of all in criminology and one with a particular grip on the American imagination of crime control. The nature of the abnormal, however, is itself variable, from the marginally different to those whose extreme anomalies make them truly monstrous.

While positivist criminology promised to replace cultural “myths” with empirical knowledge about crime and criminals, it has also reinforced the cultural investment in the category of the monstrous by defining myriad forms of the abnormal as portentous of feared violence. While this focus on criminals as monsters has most frequently involved male criminals and subgroups (like young black men), the woman criminal, especially the woman criminal who directly attacks her gender role by assaults on children or men, has been perceived as a monster with a special kind of horror.\(^{136}\)

A contemporary example of this in the United States is the small but demonized group of women who have been executed since the resumption of executions in 1977. In particular, Ailene Wuornos was a prostitute who was convicted of murdering a series of men she had picked up as customers.\(^{137}\) The fact that Wuornos was also a lesbian helped fuel the drive to execute her

\(^{132}\) Id. at 29.

\(^{133}\) See GIBSON, supra note 8, at 182.

\(^{134}\) See, e.g., Greg Pogasky et al., *The Delinquency of Children Born to Young Mothers: Results from the Rochester Youth Development Study*, 41 CRIMINOLOGY 1249 (2003) (detailing the effects young mothers have on child delinquency).

\(^{135}\) See GIBSON, supra note 8, at 19 (describing Lombroso’s adoption of the phrase “neologism of criminology” as signaling a new approach to analyzing crime “independent of traditional study of law”).

\(^{136}\) See LOMBROSO & FERRERO, supra note 40, at 185 (“As a double exception, then to her gender and to criminality], the criminal woman is a true monster.”); Deborah W. Denno, *Gender, Crime, and the Criminal Law Defenses*, 85 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 80, 92 (1994) (“[B]ecause society places stricter cultural constraints on female behavior, females who become delinquent or violent appear to deviate more significantly from the norm—biologically, psychologically, or sociologically—than their male counterparts.”).

\(^{137}\) SUE RUSSELL, LETHAL INTENT 463–64 (2002).
despite evidence of severe mental illness and abuse by at least some of her victims.\textsuperscript{138} A popular movie based on her story was titled \textit{Monster}.\textsuperscript{139}

\section*{B. American Homicide Rates}

"The statistics of homicide are a sure guide to a people's state of culture."\textsuperscript{140}

In a two-part article published in the \textit{North American Review},\textsuperscript{141} in 1897–1898, Lombroso raised a series of questions that could as easily have been asked in a late twentieth-century issue of the \textit{Atlantic Monthly} or \textit{The New Yorker}. Lombroso explored why American homicide rates were high compared to Europe and also why they appeared to be heading higher while the well-documented European trend was lower.\textsuperscript{142}

Lombroso's answer was anything but simple. He started with the paradox that declining homicide rates in Europe appeared to be driven by the advance of civilization economically, politically, and socially,\textsuperscript{143} while the most technologically and economically advanced society at the end of the nineteenth century, the United States, was experiencing rising homicide rates.\textsuperscript{144}

Inasmuch, however, as America prides itself upon being at the head of civilization, representing to-day what Europe will be in the course of a hundred years, the fact that the crime of homicide should be so much

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{138} See, e.g., Renée Heberle, \textit{Disciplining Gender; Or, Are Women Getting Away with Murder?}, 24 J. WOMEN CULTURE \& SOC'Y 1103, 1109--11 (1999) (asserting that the Wournos trial court did not allow her to fully present a defense based on her background as a lesbian and victim of abuse due to irrational fears and misunderstanding).

\textsuperscript{139} \textit{MONSTER} (Sony Pictures 2003).


\textsuperscript{142} Lombroso, \textit{Homicide 1897}, supra note 140, at 195--96.

\textsuperscript{143} In this respect Lombroso anticipated the views of twentieth-century social theorists and historians of European violence. See NORBERT ELIAS, 1 \textit{THE HISTORY OF MANNERS: THE CIVILIZING PROCESS} 191--205 (Edmund Jephcott trans., Pantheon Books 1982) (1939) (explaining the gradual change in social structure that began rewarding civilized and refined male behavior over violent and aggressive male behavior); Martin J. Wiener, \textit{The Victorian Criminalization of Men, in MEN AND VIOLENCE: GENDER, HONOR, AND RITUALS IN MODERN EUROPE AND AMERICA} 197, 197--210 (Pieter Spierenburg ed., 1998) (describing how social change, especially the "domestication" of men, decreased homicide rates in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries).

\textsuperscript{144} Lombroso, \textit{Homicide 1897}, supra note 140, at 196--98; see also ROGER LANE, \textit{MURDER IN AMERICA: A HISTORY} 180--84 (1997) (compiling data on nineteenth-century murder statistics in the United States); ERIC H. MONKKONEN, \textit{MURDER IN NEW YORK CITY} 10 (2001) (stating that around 1850, New York City's murder rate was more than ten times higher than London's).\end{flushleft}
more general there than in Great Britain and Germany . . . [makes it] interesting to ascertain what are the causes of this apparent paradox.\textsuperscript{145}

To Lombroso, the paradox disappeared in relation to three distinctive aspects of American society: its highly differentiated condition in terms of civilization; immigration from the parts of Europe least pacified by the civilizing process; and the presence of large numbers of "Negroes" who he assumed had more primitive orientation toward crime and had further suffered due to the negative consequences of slavery.\textsuperscript{146}

Lombroso also noted the importance of regional differences in homicide in the United States, especially with respect to those homicides he assumed to be most representative of "primitive" society such as those arising from affronts to personal honor and the demands of honor-based vengeance-taking.\textsuperscript{147} Thus, in describing the residue of violent crime in Europe, Lombroso noted:

\begin{quote}
When we read of any singularly atrocious crime in Europe we almost unconsciously attribute it to some community which still remains in barbarism, though in close contact with civilization, such, for instance, as Corsica as opposed to France, or the island of Sardinia as opposed to Italy.\textsuperscript{148}
\end{quote}

But he describes this as a more or less constant source of homicide in all societies and not a major source of American penal distinctiveness.\textsuperscript{149} Those American states "which are the most highly civilized, which possess a pure judiciary, and which furnish us with reliable statistical information" enjoyed homicide rates at or lower than those of the "most enlightened countries of Europe."\textsuperscript{150}

His comments on "Negroes" and homicide reflect the thinking of liberal, progressive, and even socialist European thinkers of his era who simultaneously considered those of African ancestry to be biologically inferior to Europeans and sympathized with the plight of Americans of African descent only a generation or two after slavery and after the collapse

\textsuperscript{145} Lombroso, \textit{Homicide 1897}, \textit{supra} note 140, at 197.

\textsuperscript{146} \textit{Id.} at 199–202. Lombroso was undoubtedly a close foreign observer of the American Civil War and Reconstruction. As discussed in Part III, he was very interested in the parallels between efforts at constitutional change and nation building in Italy and the United States. \textit{See} Lombroso, \textit{Homicide 1898}, \textit{supra} note 141, at 205–07.

\textsuperscript{147} \textit{See} Lombroso, \textit{Homicide 1897}, \textit{supra} note 140, at 197–202 (citing higher murder rates in Texas and the West than in the states of New England and attributing them to the greater degree of "civilization" in the northeast).

\textsuperscript{148} \textit{Id.} at 195.

\textsuperscript{149} \textit{Id.} at 195–97.

\textsuperscript{150} \textit{Id.} at 197.
of Reconstruction in the South.\footnote{151} In the first regard Lombroso exemplified "scientific racism."\footnote{152}

[T]he greatest obstacle to the Negro’s progress is the fact that there remain latent within him the primitive instincts of the savage; for notwithstanding that the garb and the habits of the white man may have given him a veneer of modern civilization, he is still too often indifferent to and careless of the lives of others, and he betrays that lack of the sentiment of pity, commonly observed among savage races, which causes them to regard homicide as a mere incident, and as glorious, especially in case where it is the outcome of revenge.\footnote{153}

No doubt part of Lombroso’s appeal in the United States was how well this scientific racism fit with the new Jim Crow governance strategy of the post-Reconstruction South and the acceptance of that new arrangement by the centers of elite opinion in the North who had backed the Civil War and Reconstruction. However, readers of the \textit{North American Review} in that era could not have missed the critical points in Lombroso’s discourse. His suggestion that the “Negro’s tendency to crime” might well be explained by “the fact that he is still practically in servitude,” and that while “the law has emancipated him, it cannot be denied that the law in this respect is to a great extent a dead letter.”\footnote{154} Few, if any, contemporary criminologists share Lombroso’s views on the biology of race, but Lombroso’s focus on the lives of African Americans as a key ingredient in understanding American homicide is thoroughly contemporary.\footnote{155}

Lombroso also viewed the European advantage in homicide as a result of the great waves of immigration to the United States at the end of the nineteenth century.\footnote{156} Lombroso noted that immigrants to the United States tended to come from the least advanced parts of Europe and that homicide rates for recent immigrants to the United States would approximate the homicide rate in their native lands.\footnote{157} But this “atavistic” source of crime represented only a portion of the homicide problem. The American difference, in Lombroso’s view, resulted from both an excess of the primitive

\footnotetext{151}{See, e.g., \textsc{2 Arthur Schopenhauer, Parerga and Paralipomena: Short Philosophical Essays} § 92, at 155–60 (E.F.J. Payne trans., 2000) (1851) (exemplifying “cultured” scientific racism).}

\footnotetext{152}{For the concept of scientific racism, see Seymour Drescher, \textit{The Ending of the Slave Trade and the Evolution of European Scientific Racism}, 14 \textit{Soc. Sci. Hist.} 415 (1990) (exploring the “scientific” rationale in Europe before, during, and after the termination of the Atlantic slave trade for the inferior treatment of blacks by the majority).}

\footnotetext{153}{Lombroso, \textit{Homicide 1897}, supra note 140, at 203.}

\footnotetext{154}{Id.}


\footnotetext{156}{Lombroso, \textit{Homicide 1897}, supra note 140, at 199.}

\footnotetext{157}{Id. at 200.}
sources of violence (race and immigration) and from what he termed the "excessive culture" produced by advanced civilization itself.158

Lombroso cited a list of factors linking civilization with high homicide levels.159 His list of factors blends causal deterministic factors like social distance and anonymity with institutional factors like incentives and opportunities for crime.160 Such "civilized" sources of crime included insurance, which invited homicides to collect life insurance and social benefits.161 "[C]onsider the rascal Armand, who had conceived the crime of feigning to have been bound and nearly strangled by his employer, from whom he would subsequently demand hush-money."162

Lombroso also cited stimulating drugs and the high level of casualties from railroad accidents.163 In all these respects America's highly advanced technology and economy helped generate high levels of interpersonal violence.164

From the early twenty-first century, this article, written at the turn of the twentieth century, seems remarkably contemporary. Lombroso seemed little interested in essentialist questions about homicide and how to define its boundaries. Instead he wanted to know why the relative amount of homicide was increasing and what could be done about it. His concern with homicide rates, as opposed to crime generally, was quite contemporary, as was his attention to the problem of explaining American "peculiarity."165

These problems were all exacerbated in Lombroso's view by the heavy dominance of politics over law and law over crime control.166 "[A]s the action of the law and the police is confined within the limits of the state, it would seem that there must be a tendency toward insufficiency and tardiness in the repression of crime."167

His prescriptions include strategies consistent with strands of twentieth-century social policy, including better screening and guidance of immigrants;168 social programs for crime-prone groups like "Negroes" (as well as encouraged emigration);169 legal restrictions on alcohol;170 institutions to incapacitate "habitual criminals" (those produced by nature or deeply

158. Lombroso, Homicide 1898, supra note 141, at 206.
159. Lombroso, Homicide 1897, supra note 140, at 198–204.
160. Id. at 201–02.
162. Id. at 206.
163. Id. at 208–10.
164. Id. at 208.
165. Lombroso, Homicide 1897, supra note 140, at 196.
166. Lombroso, Homicide 1898, supra note 141, at 209.
167. Id.
168. Id. at 214.
169. Id. at 214–15.
170. Id. at 215.
entrenched habit);\textsuperscript{171} and the use of advanced techniques to reform those "occasional" criminals amenable to transformation who end up incarcerated.\textsuperscript{172}

Lombroso was not inevitably the proponent of harsh punishments that are often popularly associated with his notion of born criminals. His unease with the death penalty is exemplary. Although a proponent of custody for eugenic as well as direct crime-repressing purposes, Lombroso was uneasy about capital punishment, seeing in it both crime-repressive and crime-stimulating aspects.\textsuperscript{173} On the one hand he noted that public executions might be justified as a way of directly engaging the population in the message of deterrence, "a counterpoise to judicial subtlety and the insufficiency of the police."\textsuperscript{174} But he also asserted one of the standard assumptions of enlightenment abolitionism—that executions "are often the cause of a new kind of homicide perhaps graver in its effects, since it accustoms the most civilized and humane people in the world to scenes of violence."\textsuperscript{175} He went on to pointedly dismiss the gesture that many American states had lately followed of making executions closed to the public, asking "what do these rare cases of humane precaution avail, when impunity is accorded to the parties engaged in those numerous public executions which are the result of lynch law."\textsuperscript{176}

\textbf{C. Anarchists}

My final example concerns a number of articles that Lombroso published in English on the topic of "anarchists" and violent crimes committed by radical political extremists that he included under this label in both Europe and the United States between 1898 and 1902.\textsuperscript{177} Lombroso's interest in the topic reminds us that criminology has always sought the status of a general political science of security, useful for guiding the state in facing a variety of domestic and foreign threats. Lombroso placed a high premium on producing knowledge of use to the governance of the nation as a nation.

\textsuperscript{171} Id. at 212–15.
\textsuperscript{172} Id. at 215.
\textsuperscript{173} Id. at 209.
\textsuperscript{174} Id.
\textsuperscript{175} Id.
\textsuperscript{176} Id.
\textsuperscript{177} See Cesare Lombroso, \textit{Anarchistic Crimes and Their Causes}, 50 INDEPENDENT 1670 (1898), reprinted in Horton & Rich, \textit{The Criminal Writings}, supra note 39, at 233 [hereinafter Lombroso, \textit{Anarchistic Crimes}] (arguing that anarchists are of a distinct criminal type); Cesare Lombroso, \textit{A Paradoxical Anarchist}, 56 POPULAR SCI. MONTHLY 312 (1901), reprinted in Horton & Rich, \textit{The Criminal Writings}, supra note 39, at 287 (developing the profile of an anarchist arrested in Italy); Cesare Lombroso, \textit{The Status of Anarchism To-Day in Europe and the United States}, 6 EVERYBODY'S MAG. 165 (1902), reprinted in Horton & Rich, \textit{The Criminal Writings}, supra note 39, at 299 [hereinafter Lombroso, \textit{The Status of Anarchism}] (discussing the traits which indicate a strong inclination toward anarchistic behavior).
Acts of terrorist violence by politically motivated subjects, labeled anarchists by many of their critics both liberal and socialist, provided Lombroso with an ideal target at the boundary between crime control and civil war.

Lombroso’s analysis of anarchist criminals tracks his general theory. Anarchists occupied a kind of netherworld between criminals and normal subjects:

When I say that the anarchists of Turin and of Chicago are frequently of the criminal type, I do not mean that political criminals, even the most violent anarchists, are true criminals; but that they possess the degenerative characteristics common to criminals and to the insane, being anomalies and possessing these traits by heredity . . . .

Their violence reflects criminal sentiments rooted in atavism. Their political idealism links them to the best attributes of normal subjects (Lombroso himself participated in the struggle for Italian unification, sometimes itself a bloody struggle). “His place, therefore, is somewhat between the normal and the criminal man, from whom he distinguishes himself by a degree of altruism and by a hyperaesthesia for the political and economic conditions of his country.”

Thus Lombroso’s description of Italian American Gaetano Bresci who immigrated to the United States and then returned to Italy in 1900 where he assassinated King Umberto in revenge for deaths of workers during a police repression of protests on the King’s orders: “[Bresci’s] hyperestesy could not but develop itself in the fanatical centre of Patterson, New Jersey, especially after the sanguinary political reactions of Sicily and of Milan, which inflicted sorrow and suffering on millions of people, without, however, prompting them to plans of vengeance.”

As with crime generally, Lombroso believed that roots of violent anarchy led back to atavistic biological anomalies: “I myself found typical criminal characteristics in thirty-four out of one hundred Italian anarchists, and in forty percent among fifty North American Anarchists.”


180. See supra text accompanying notes 48–53.


182. Id. at 296–97.

183. Id. at 297.

describing the famous anarchist Emma Goldman, Lombroso described her as:

[T]he true type of the American anarchist. Of foreign extraction, and descended from a doubly unfortunate race, resident in America for ten years, after changing among several lovers as fanatical as herself... she preached that the day was dawning when women would cook dynamite instead of coffee.\textsuperscript{185}

At the same time he felt that in most anarchists (as opposed to ordinary born criminals) this atavistic violent potential is only unleashed in the face of extreme social deprivation: “Here, however, circumstance outweighed organic conditions. The circumstance lay in the wretched political conditions of our country, the corrupt government, the tardy administration of justice, the loose military system, anti-national alliances, the system of protection in our finances, and forced emigration.”\textsuperscript{186}

Yet to his credit, Lombroso resisted even simple combinations of social and biological explanations. While it afflicted both Europe and North America, Lombroso saw anarchism in the two as reflecting very different political dynamics. Anarchism in Europe, according to Lombroso, was a response to oppression, whereas in North America it was a response to liberty and the fanaticism of parties.\textsuperscript{187}

When it came to prescriptions, Lombroso, a socialist, emphasized the need to tame capitalism.\textsuperscript{188} Even though somewhat abnormal, most anarchists would not readily be identifiable as criminal types in a way that would permit preventive incapacitation.\textsuperscript{189} Lombroso believed that these actors were simply more sensitive to the criminogenic pressure being exerted across the poorer classes by the conditions of industrial capitalism.\textsuperscript{190}

Whenever the excess of the capitalistic idea and of protection makes the poor population of a country fairly starving and at the same time opposes their obtaining the best products of the land, it is to this great first cause that those who can meet the difficulty and are capable of disinfecting measures should turn themselves; measures not found in slaughter nor in soldiery. Instead the course must be completely changed to which modern races of men have committed themselves, America included, with its excessive concentration of capital and with

\textsuperscript{185} Id. at 304.
\textsuperscript{186} Lombroso, supra note 181, at 297.
\textsuperscript{187} Lombroso, Anarchistic Crimes, supra note 177, at 239–42.
\textsuperscript{188} See id. at 233–42 (describing the characteristics and motives of anarchists as distinct from other criminals and concluding that fixing the problems of capitalistic society would deter anarchism).
\textsuperscript{190} See id. at 237–38 ("There is in all these [anarchists] a strong conviction of the usefulness of their acts.").
that justice toward particular classes which ends up in being a great injustice.\textsuperscript{191}

Even more than capitalism, Lombroso blamed ineffective instruments of government:

There is reason, of course, for the prevalence of anarchy, and for its flourishing condition, in countries where there are no means of obtaining justice, and where the government is so bad that anything seems preferable to submission to it, and where, too, nominally at least, it is vested in one man.\textsuperscript{192}

According to Lombroso, the United States—which he consistently rated as advanced over Europe in its methods of governance—did not fit this profile.\textsuperscript{193} Instead, Lombroso attributed the frequent assassinations of Presidents as less suggestive of anarchy than of the general accessibility provided by the norms of a free society.\textsuperscript{194}

III. Positivism as a Project

In invoking the term “project” I want to examine Lombroso’s work beyond the context of the empirical science of criminal behavior to which he laid claim.\textsuperscript{195} Like most founders, Lombroso’s work is most influential as a model of how to do work rather than as a surviving set of scientific propositions. The work, however, is not just scientific work (perhaps science never is). In Lombroso’s case, it is always and already the work of power and of governance.

Science, to be sure, requires its own apparatus of power, such as laboratories that allow “nature” to be subjected to the inquisition of experiment, institutions that sustain and fill laboratories, and so forth. When the sciences are human, this requires institutions wielding power over human subjects. Lombroso, who came to the project of positivism through his work as a clinical physician in insane asylums, army corps, and prisons, understood this well.\textsuperscript{196} Scientific entrepreneurs also require institutions through which to propagate their research: journals, graduate schools, and laboratories.

\textsuperscript{191} Id. at 241.
\textsuperscript{192} Lombroso, The Status of Anarchism, supra note 177, at 305.
\textsuperscript{193} Id. at 305-06.
\textsuperscript{194} Id. at 305-07.
\textsuperscript{195} In thinking about Lombroso this way, I am drawing heavily on David Horn’s contextualization of Lombroso’s life work, L’Uomo Delinquente, which went through many editions and grew tenfold in length over twenty years, and I am expanding in terms of the fields of knowledge and the political problematics in which it was written and read. See HORN, supra note 41, at 4-5. For an analysis of positivism in the context of British criminology and governance, see David Garland, Of Crimes and Criminals: The Development of Criminology in Britain, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF CRIMINOLOGY 17 (Mike Maguire et al. eds., 1994).
\textsuperscript{196} See supra text accompanying notes 48–53.
This is perhaps the most important legacy of positivism for us. Lombroso created a network that linked sciences both new—Darwinian evolutionary biology—and old—psychology, anthropology, and sociology—to existing institutions of power, such as prisons and asylums. And he created clinics and journals capable of channeling knowledge through both poles in a self-sustaining and indeed expansive cycle.

Consider in this respect the famous and now much doubted narrative that Lombroso wove throughout his career concerning the moment at which the key insight of criminology came to him. Lombroso was conducting an autopsy in a prison where he worked in 1871 on the body of a deceased prisoner named Villella (whose criminal aggressiveness seems to have been inflated over time into a “notorious brigand”). While contemplating Villella’s opened skull, Lombroso noted what he considered an anomalous hollow where the spinal cord and the skull met that he believed resembled the anatomy of some lesser mammals. Lombroso described the following transcendent vision often—this version was published in a posthumous 1911 abridged edition of L’Uomo Delinquente:

I seemed to see all at once, standing out clearly illumined as in a vast plain under a flaming sky, the problem of the nature of the criminal, who reproduces in civilised times characteristics, not only of primitive savages, but of still lower types as far back as the carnivores.

The memory, embellished as it may be, remains a potent example of the kind of paradigm-shifting moments that Thomas Kuhn describes in his classic account of scientific revolutions. One wonders, in retrospect, whether Lombroso was not also struck at that moment by an insight about how power and knowledge could be connected in the new nation-state. Asylums and prisons can be and are conceived of as a kind of garbage dump of human misfits who are isolated by society. But in the project of positivism, Lombroso had come upon a way to turn that garbage into critical knowledge for the stabilization of the nation-state.

197. GIBSON, supra note 8, at 19–21.
198. Id. at 21.
201. See Monachesi, supra note 200, at 396 (noting Lombroso’s discovery of an “occipital depression usually found in anthropoid apes”).
202. GIBSON, supra note 8, at 20 (quoting FERRERO, supra note 91, at 6–7).
204. See Julian V. Roberts, Directing Traffic at the Crossroads of Criminal Justice and Mental Health: Conditional Sentencing After the Judgment in Knoblauch, 39 ALTA. L. REV. 788, 806 (2002) (“The purpose of prison is to isolate, punish, and latterly to rehabilitate. In contrast, the purpose of a secure psychiatric institution is to isolate, but also to heal. The isolation is necessary for the protection of the public . . . .”).
Through his dissection of Villella and his examination of scores of other inmates, Lombroso demonstrated the latent potential in his power as a physician within the prison or asylum to command the presence of inmates, dead and alive.\textsuperscript{205} Through the imposition of technological devices and disciplines for measurement, he produced a new kind of knowledge about crime in the measurements of the criminal.\textsuperscript{206}

Prisons and asylums, of course, had not exactly been invented for this task, although their origins are inevitably intertwined with multiple layers of intentionality.\textsuperscript{207} When confinement began to emerge as a central form of punishment for crime, it promised to provide a significant deterrent through the fear of its invisible sufferings, while others imagined it as a space of religious penitence.\textsuperscript{208} But lodged in this carceral space, charged with medical and administrative powers, Lombroso innovated a new machinery of knowledge and power.

At the heart of this new machinery was the criminal as the new focus of state power. In conceiving of criminality as a constitutional atavism, Lombroso produced an invisible center from which an indefinite series of radial lines emerge on the surface of the body, including anatomical anomalies, tattoos, and a vast range of behaviors.\textsuperscript{209} If criminals are deviants from a condition of normality, the signs of that deviation must be discoverable through a sufficiently wide-ranging empiricism linked to coercive institutions of experimentation.\textsuperscript{210} Moreover, this new criminal subject was part of a series that included varying degrees of criminality: children, women, lunatics, savages, and the very poor.\textsuperscript{211}

\textsuperscript{205} See Maurice Parmelee, \textit{Introduction to the English Version of CESARE LOMBROSO, CRIME, ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES}, at xvi, xviii (Henry P. Horton trans., 1912) (noting that Lombroso studied the skulls of 383 criminals and that he and his colleagues examined another 5,907 living inmates).

\textsuperscript{206} HORN, supra note 41, at 33.

\textsuperscript{207} See FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE, \textit{ON THE GENEALOGY OF MORALS} 80 (Walter Kaufmann & R.J. Hollingdale trans., Vintage Books 1967) (1887) (arguing that "the concept of 'punishment' possesses in fact not one meaning but a whole synthesis of 'meanings'.")


\textsuperscript{209} See CESARE LOMBROSO, \textit{CRIME, ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES}, \textit{supra} note 205, at 91–93 (describing the effects of alcoholism on crime); Parmelee, \textit{supra} note 205, at xxx (referring to several physical characteristics that Lombroso believed to be an indication of criminality, including: outstanding ears, a large jaw, and a thin upper lip); \textit{id.} at xix ("[Lombroso] shows that tattooing is quite common in some of the inferior classes of society, but it is most common among criminals.").

\textsuperscript{210} See GEORGE B. VOLD & THOMAS J. BERNARD, \textit{THEORETICAL CRIMINOLOGY} 51–53 (3d ed. 1986) (noting that "Lombroso had asserted that criminals, compared with the general population, would show anomalies," and that he "utilize[d] the method of control group comparisons in the application of statistical methods to his problem").

\textsuperscript{211} See LOMBROSO, \textit{supra} note 209, at 182 (noting that statistics show that women commit fewer crimes than men); \textit{id.} at 219 (stating that poverty has a "great deal" of importance in determining criminality); Parmelee, \textit{supra} note 205, at xv–xvi (noting that acts that would normally be considered criminal cannot be considered as such when committed by a child or a savage).
Lombroso aspired to an even more direct kind of role with the state. His criminal anthropology was nothing if not an often harsh critique of Italian state institutions. His new positivist machinery could turn the prisons into laboratories for new crime policies; ones anchored in police and administrative structures rather than classic criminal courts. He openly campaigned for positivist ideas to shape Italian legislation and criminal procedure.212 His frequent appearance in popular American periodicals speaks to his personal interest in intervening in the construction of the American state as well (where he correctly believed that his ideas were receiving a warmer welcome than on the Continent).213

Lombroso's empirical claims supported a range of institutional innovations, many of which emerged in the United States, including eugenic sterilization, treatment-oriented reformatories for those not born to crime, indeterminate sentences that permitted those unamenable to treatment to be maintained in custody, a separate juvenile system, and specialized treatment for inebriates and the mentally defective, among others.214 Indeed, it is difficult to imagine progressive penality in the United States without Lombroso.

Once criminal anthropology had launched itself as a criminological expression of positivism, it quickly defined itself in opposition to the classical criminology that had always viewed itself as a branch of jurisprudence. The classicists, epitomized by Beccaria's widely read tract, On Crimes and Punishments, were concerned with replacing the monarchical tradition of secret, arbitrary, and cruel proceedings with transparent laws and punishments aimed at the mildest deterrent that is effective.215 Law was, in effect, the key mechanism of classical criminology, and its proponents addressed themselves to drafting legal codes and constructing prisons to provide a humane and easily divisible punishment.216

To Lombroso and his young followers, classicism was blind to the social realities of modern nation-states and their often bloody struggles to achieve the unified and coherent state that classicism presupposed.217 Moreover, classicism's doctrine of fundamental equality of capacity among

212. See HORN, supra note 41, at 33–39 (discussing Lombroso’s policy creation efforts).
213. Id. at 138–39 (relating that while Lombroso had little confidence that his work would have impact in Italy, he described the United States as having “conscientiously applied scientific knowledge of criminal anthropology to criminal therapeutics”); RAFTER, supra note 41, at 114 (noting that Lombroso primarily influenced Americans through his writings in secondary sources).
214. See ROTHMAN, supra note 13, at 43–81 (analyzing the development of the concept of individualized justice in America during the Progressive Era).
216. See PIERS BEIRNE & JAMES MESSERSCHMIDT, CRIMINOLOGY 66–69 (3d ed. 2000) (describing tenets of classical criminology, which include advocating for punishment legislation that would replace torture and capital punishment with imprisonment and ensure the length of imprisonment is proportionate to the crime).
217. See GIBSON, supra note 8, at 12–13 (explaining how pessimism about the state of crime in newly unified Italy helped boost the ideas of criminal anthropology and positivism).
subjects and free will did not fit the reality positivists saw of distinct populations mired in poverty, ignorance, and (in their view) biological deficits.  

Lombroso’s Darwinism, his empiricism, and his embrace of statistical methods have been widely appreciated by his contemporaries and subsequent historians. The recent scholarship on Lombroso has raised two other background ideas that have been less visible. One is sexuality—particularly with respect to women criminals—which Lombroso believed was a key element. Criminal women were overstimulated by sexual drives. He also devoted extensive discussion in his book on women to the subject of lesbians, whom he treats as a criminal type. Rafter and Gibson argue that Lombroso should be seen as one of the pioneer sexologists (along with Kraft-Ebbing and Havelock-Ellis).

In this respect we can see Lombroso’s project as related to the broader family of knowledge and power projects that Foucault described as “bio-power.” Lombroso’s pull to bring the sexual within his criminological enterprise may reflect his awareness of the emergence of sexuality as the key intersection for the problem of individual health and the well-being of whole populations.

A final theme of great importance to appreciating the import of Lombroso today is his nationalism and role in the 1861 reunification of Italy. As a young physician, Lombroso served as a military doctor during the civil wars that followed and later served the Italian state as a physician in asylums and prisons. Recent scholars argue that Lombroso came to criminology as a way of addressing the crisis of the Italian state caught between its political liberalism and the harsh social differences between the different regions of the country, especially between the productive capitalist north and the highly patronist and backwards south.

218. Rafter & Gibson, supra note 41, at 18–20.
219. GIBSON, supra note 8, at 3–5.
220. LOMBROSO & FERRERO, supra note 40, at 171–75.
221. Id. at 171–72.
222. Id. at 176–81.
223. See Rafter & Gibson, supra note 41, at 21–22 (noting that Lombroso was a transitional figure between Victorian prudery and modern sexology). Of course the most interesting comparison may be with Freud. Both were Jewish physicians from respectable middle class and assimilated backgrounds, and both were politically liberal and modestly nationalist.
224. MICHEL FOUCAL'T, HEALTH AND MEDICINE 115–16 (Alan Petersen & Robin Bunton eds., 1997).
225. Rafter & Gibson, supra note 41, at 15–16.
226. See GIBSON, supra note 8, at 4; Rafter & Gibson, supra note 41, at 15. A century later these regional differences have continued to fascinate political scientists, most notably Robert Putnam. ROBERT D. PUTNAM, MAKING DEMOCRACY WORK: CIVIC TRADITIONS IN MODERN ITALY 180–81 (1993) (concluding that the drastically different social backgrounds of Northern and Southern Italy had a large impact on results of regional government reforms first instituted in the 1970s).
This theme is also crucial for appreciating the striking and reciprocal attraction between Lombroso and the United States. Both Italy and the United States were experiencing the direct aftershocks of major new efforts in nation building and civil wars. Both were dealing with the challenge of integrating regions of vastly different social and economic conditions into a theoretically free market and liberal political system. In both societies, criminal violence was becoming a major focus for moral panics about this governmental crisis. Lombroso saw himself as a patriot coming to the defense of the floundering project of Italy, and he saw criminology as a state project that, broadly conceived, involved a thorough reform of administrative capacities along with a scientific expertise able to identify and isolate the dangerous residues of primitivism within modern society that threatened to wreck its delicate passage to freedom. He saw the United States as similarly situated and perhaps even more ready to heed his ideas.227 While Italy was generally considered one of the economically weakest European countries at the time and the United States was already considered one of the most powerful in the world, this generality hid massive regional variations within both.

For Lombroso, and I would argue his American promoters, criminology was the quintessential “political science” that could save the liberal state from its own constitutional blindness to the extraordinary variation in conditions in different regions and between different classes in society. This is something related to, but more than and different from, suppressing crime. The true object of criminology, on this account, is nothing less than the construction of the modern nation-state.

IV. Ghost in the Disciplinary Machine: Positivism and Contemporary American Crime Control

To what end do we reconsider the work of Lombroso? While American penal policy in the middle decades of the twentieth century took on many of the features that positivists promoted—especially indeterminate sentencing, clinical examination of inmates, and civil commitment for inebriates, drug addicts, and the criminally inclined mentally ill—the last quarter of the century witnessed an apparent turn away from the influence of the positivist project.

The decade between 1975 and 1985 saw two notable swings in American penal law and practice. First, the rate of imprisonment in the United States was at or near its century low in 1975 and for the next ten years

227. See HORN, supra note 41, at 138–39 (noting that in 1895, Lombroso, relying on the “opening of a bureau for degenerates and abnormal people in Washington, and the founding of the Elmira Reformatory,” recognized that the United States, and not Italy, could boast of applying his theories). The New York State Reformatory at Elmira, which opened in 1876, was the “first prison to claim to operate on the assumption that inmates are sick and in need of treatment.” RAFTER, supra note 41, at 94–95. Lombroso characterized Elmira as the “oldest and most celebrated of these reformatories.” FERRERO, supra note 91, at 192–94.
rose without interruption—a rise that would continue for most of the next twenty years.\(^{228}\) Second, the steady twentieth-century rise of rehabilitation through expert therapies that had emerged as an official rationality to state punishment came to a complete halt.\(^{229}\) The first is not necessarily a consequence of the second, but both have been attributed to a turn toward retributivism in state policy and away from the view that penal policy ought to be set by scientific understanding of criminal behavior and its consequences. For a long time, enlightened opinion among legal and political elites had favored an optimism that scientific methods would produce effective and humane penal treatments that would take the place of harsh and useless punishments.\(^{230}\) Even before this view became, for some time, an official penology, it exerted a substantial resistance to the harshness of criminal sentences.\(^{231}\) Thus even where states had not embraced retribution fully, they now operated with less pressure against making the laws harsher.

A more granular look demonstrates that this turn was not as complete or coherent as it seemed at the time.\(^{232}\) The penal logics expressed in sentencing reforms since then have been described as “volatile and contradictory.”\(^{233}\) Penal practice and theory in the United States remains a hodge-podge of different ideas and practices. Parole, probation, juvenile justice, and even indeterminacy continue to be practiced in many states, albeit retro-fitted with many more punitive elements.\(^{234}\)

A century after Lombroso’s death in 1909,\(^{235}\) the United States continues to be fertile ground for a Lombrosan vision of crime as a mortal threat to society. More importantly, many of the key elements of Lombroso’s positivist project have continued to operate in the administration of justice and in the popular imagination of crime control even as the coherence and prestige of positivist theory has declined. While Lombroso’s vision of criminology as producing a comprehensive pathology of human criminality based on the model of medicine is largely defunct, his sense that positive knowledge of crime would become a central kind of “political science” has continued to be accurate. Lombroso felt a special kinship with the United States, and he wrote popular articles for the American readership because he

\(^{228}\) For a recent description of that build-up and summary of its possible causes see TONRY, supra note 2, at 63–84.

\(^{229}\) Malcolm Feeley and Edward Rubin argue that this is inherent in the way a democratic rule of law state approaches prisons. See MALCOLM M. FEELEY & EDWARD L. RUBIN, JUDICIAL POLICY MAKING AND THE MODERN STATE (1999).

\(^{230}\) ALLEN, supra note 5, at 5–8.

\(^{231}\) CULLEN & GILBERT, supra note 56, at 261–63.

\(^{232}\) ALLEN, supra note 5, at 10.

\(^{233}\) Pat O’Malley, Volatile and Contradictory Punishment, 3 THEORETICAL CRIMINOLOGY 175, 178 (1999).

\(^{234}\) Reitz, supra note 4, at 1797–98.

\(^{235}\) GIBSON, supra note 8, at 6–7.
sensed that Americans would embrace his call for a science-based way to repress criminality. Italy, like the United States, fought a civil war and forged a new kind of national government in his lifetime, yet both continued to live with very deep regional differences.

A. Crime Control as Science

At the heart of Lombroso's project was the link between penal practice and mechanisms of scientific data collection and analysis. Although American crime policy in the last quarter century has accurately been characterized as "populist," this science project has continued unabated and has become ever more integrated into policing, corrections, and the administration of justice. During the "War on Crime," the federal government has pumped research funding into this science project and, as a result, criminology as a discipline has grown rapidly. Moreover, while crime legislation is often populist and undirected by criminological expertise, the administration of justice has become steadily more technocratic and technological.

There is a paradox here when we compare scientific criminology with its close cousin, criminalistics. At the end of the nineteenth century there were two kinds of scientific expertise emerging around the problem of governing crime: a project of positive criminology, which attempted to identify criminal types and to predict the criminal risk posed by different persons, and a project of criminal identification, or "criminalistics," that aimed at providing reliable methods for identifying persons over time. These new police sciences involved the use of new technologies, including measuring devices and photography, and very clearly served the growing state bureaucracies of criminal justice by expanding the capacity of the state to track those it had convicted of crimes in the past and thereby to render more likely their recapture should they continue to commit crimes. In contrast, Lombroso's positive criminology side-stepped the legal apparatus of criminal conviction


240. For Lombroso's relationship to these "police sciences" of measurement and identification see HORN, supra note 41, at 16–25.
and instead served the state's capacity to repress crime through a variety of mechanisms—eugenic, medical, educational, and penal.\textsuperscript{241}

Fingerprinting emerged as the most promising technology of the criminalistic side of this new power-knowledge formation.\textsuperscript{242} As recent scholarship on the history of criminalistics has shown, the field remained highly stunted in its scientific development, rejecting the experimental method and refusing to associate itself with academic science.\textsuperscript{243} Instead, it has flourished as a kind of invisible adjunct to the police—until the recent spate of exonerations began to shed light on how poor actual results are. Perversely, the popular television series \textit{CSI}\textsuperscript{244} has created an image of criminalistics as highly scientific.

In the meantime, positive criminology has retained and strengthened its ties to academic science. Compared to Lombroso's work, the scientific quality of experimental and statistical methods has improved greatly, especially after World War II. Ironically, this commitment to science probably helped weaken the hold of positivism as a governing ideology in crime control because the optimistic promises of criminology to produce effective treatments for crime were relentlessly crushed by its very scientific method.\textsuperscript{245}

\section*{B. Natural Born Killer: Positivism and Populism}

The part of positivism that has been influential on the public imagination of crime control, however, is not its scientific technique but its popular premise that criminals belong to a distinctive type (or types) and that once identified, significant crime control can be achieved by targeting persons that belong to these high-risk categories. This was the message that Lombroso was so anxious to communicate that he wrote directly for ordinary Americans in popular magazines.

Right through the period of neoclassicism and retributivism in the 1980s and 1990s, the idea that criminals are distinct, that we can find ways to identify them, and that we should remove them from society has continued to maintain its hold. Beyond the rhetoric of retribution and deterrence, the promise that government can ultimately protect “us” from “them” has influenced policing, criminal legislation, and the administration of crime.

\begin{flushleft}
241. \textit{See id.} at 133–39 (discussing the negligible impact of Lombroso’s theories upon actual court processes, but noting “the opening of a bureau for degenerates and abnormal people in Washington” and similar state-sponsored projects in Italy).


244. The series began in 2000 with \textit{CSI: Crime Scene Investigation} (CBS television) and has since added \textit{CSI: Miami} (CBS television) and \textit{CSI: New York} (CBS television).

\end{flushleft}
control. Thus, at the same time retribution and deterrence were being emphasized in raising sentences for crimes in the 1980s, purely incapacitative measures like pretrial detention were also being instituted along with bail being explicitly redefined as involving public safety. 246 During the 1990s, state legislatures and Congress often responded with extraordinary speed to the shifting array of monstrous criminals displayed in sensational media stories involving serial killers, child abductors, foreign drug kingpins, and gangs of super predator youths. 247 These laws, including sex offender registration and notification laws, sex offender civil commitment laws, and expansions of the list of aggravating factors or special circumstances in state capital sentencing laws, may not have a quantitatively large effect on prison populations, but they invest legal authority in the very symbols of fear that help sustain the “us” versus “them” view of crime that is positivism’s populist legacy. 248

Our long “War on Crime” has succeeded in creating a massive class of prisoners and former prisoners. 249 This class is largely contiguous with the classes that nineteenth-century criminological positivists like Lombroso would have focused on, including the poor, recent immigrants, and minorities. 250 The rapid proliferation over the last quarter century of laws that link long, and typically mandatory, incapacitative sentences to past felony convictions, in combination with otherwise legal activities (like being a felon in possession of a weapon) 251 or relatively minor crimes, 252 gives prosecutors enormous discretion to eliminate individuals from society in large numbers without the usual checks assumed to come from legislative guidance or common law burdens. 253 The incapacitative thrust of these

---


250. This is suggested by the discussion above of Lombroso’s analysis of American homicide rates. See supra notes 155–76 and accompanying text.

251. See, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 12021.1 (Deering 2006) (making it a crime to be in possession of a firearm if that person has been convicted of certain violent crimes).

252. See, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 667.7 (Deering 2006) (enhancing punishment based upon previous convictions).

recidivist laws is multiplied by a host of other laws and administrative policies adopted during the "War on Crime" that have dramatically increased the likelihood of an initial prison term for members of the same mistrusted populations, including harsh drug laws and zero tolerance policing policies.

In combination, this popular positivism—which believes that dangerous individuals can be identified by scientific methods—along with a criminal justice system that front-loads discretion in the hands of popularly elected prosecutors and the police (which is a closed society with its own even more virulent belief in what I am calling popular positivism) and the creation of a mass population with the legal disabilities of imprisonment has aided and abetted, if not driven, the expanded scale and excessive severity of American crime policy since the 1980s.

While Lombroso railed against jurists and wanted crime control to be taken out of the hands of courts and formal adjudication,254 Americans, including lawyers, generally reject that message in favor of the view that law could incorporate the insights and objectives of positivism without Americans losing their freedom to an overbearing administrative state. Contemporary American crime control reflects this synthesis in two ways. First, the system of prosecutorial and police discretion has always allowed non-legal judgments of dangerousness to influence the selection of subjects for legal prosecution.255 Second, new laws allow prosecutors even greater flexibility in pursuing extended removal of criminals deemed especially dangerous. These include extended punishment for felons found to be in possession of a firearm during "any crime of violence or drug trafficking crime,"256 as well as laws allowing incapacitation to be pursued beyond the prison sentences of some offenders through sexual predator commitment statutes,257 and mandatory detention and deportation of non-citizens convicted of a wide variety of crimes.258

254. See HORN, supra note 41, at 136 ("[T]he authority of science in the courtroom was far from assured: 'since judges and, even more so, members of the jury are not scientists, and are instead for the most part averse to science, they would become fed up by an excess of subtle scientific analyses and would not be able to follow the witness; they might indeed arrive at a contrary verdict out of spite or boredom.'").

255. See Wendy Keller, Disparate Treatment of Spouse Murder Defendants, 6 S. CAL. REV. L. & WOMEN'S STUD. 255, 261 (1996) (explaining that prosecutorial decisions are based on "non-legal factors such as politics, community pressure, and a variety of prejudices").


In some ways the local nature of both in the United States perfectly achieves the flexibility to deal with regional differences that Lombroso promoted and assumed could not be achieved in the vision of unified liberal state law. Lombroso would have applauded the incapacitative potential of these policies that allow the “dangerous” to be eliminated from society, although he would have been surprised at how Americans have embedded this within their legal system rather than the kind of medico-administrative system he advocated for Italy.

Only Lombroso the scientist might have worried about the subordination of scientific positivism, the testing of dangerousness presumptions against data, and the lack of independent scientific authority in the process. The scientific legacy is also present but is less visible. Two examples on the defense side of the line reflect the scientific side of positivism’s sense of criminals as pathological “others” with clear separation between “us” and “them.” One involves the now familiar “battered woman syndrome” defense in criminal cases. Women accused of killing their domestic partners in circumstances that would not normally support a self-defense theory (e.g., because the victim was asleep), have successfully introduced expert testimony as to the long-term effects domestic violence has on abused women. While Lombroso himself preferred biological explanations, psychological syndromes fit perfectly into the fundamental presumptions that crime is powerfully determined by diagnosable pathologies in the criminal subject.

Another defense example comes from the world of death penalty defense in which neurology, the science of the brain, has become one of the most crucial forms of expertise and figures prominently in the professional conferences of capital defense lawyers. Brain injury or defect, leading to inability to control impulse and aggression, is one of the most common theories offered by the defense in mitigation during the sentencing phase and to governors when seeking clemency.

---


260. One of the most widely cited is Ibn-Tamas v. United States, 455 A.2d 893 (D.C. 1983).
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V. Conclusion

Lombroso is largely forgotten today among the general public as well as legal and criminological experts, recalled for us now largely thanks to the work of historians and anthropologists. But his project, linking the institutions of incarceration with science-infused cultural assumptions about dangerousness through the resources of an expansive administrative state, remains deeply embedded on all sides of the crime debate in America. If this is right, it will take more than a step back from retributivism to move America away from its current hyper-levels of incarceration, and here we can end on a note of normative hope.

Lombroso’s project grew out of his own intuition that fears of criminal dangerousness posed a mortal threat to the modern state and that criminology was a critical tool of liberal governance. This intuition found its most fertile home in the United States. If it remains true that criminology is a fundamental form of political knowledge for American democracy, we then close with questions for another time: What might a post-positivist criminology look like, and how might it influence American crime control?  

264. One intriguing approach is “situational crime prevention” which uses empirical scientific methods to focus preventive strategies not on potential criminals so much as on potential criminal situations by varying design features of the built environment and the organization of routine activities. See generally Paul Ekblom & Nick Tilley, Going Equipped, 40 BRIT. J. CRIMINOLOGY 376, 376–77 (2000) (proposing to advance the “situational crime prevention” theory “through a specific focus on offenders’ resources for committing crime, cast within a general conceptual framework for the immediate causes of criminal events”).